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I haven’t gone for a winter poem this time, I’ve gone for an excellent, and definitely somewhat chill-
inducing, poem by Australian poet Les Murray. The poem is called ‘Vertigo’ and addresses old age. This is 
the second verse:

When, any time after sixty, 
or any time before, you stumble 

over two stairs and club your forehead 
among rake or hoe, brick or fuel-tin, 

that’s time to call the purveyor 
of steel pipe and indoor railings 

and soon you’ll be gasping up landings 
having left your balance in the car 

from which please God you’ll never see
the launchway of tyres off a brink. 
Later comes the sunny day when 

street detail gets whitened to mauve

and people hurry you, or wait, quiet.

There now, that’s cheered everyone up, hasn’t it?

Here at TVA towers we are entering winter with quite a few cheery things to contemplate as it happens. 
There have been all sorts of good things happening in the projects as you will see and read throughout 
the newsletter – and particularly check out Miki’s reference to Thorntree Roses participant Emma, 
recommending that everyone should become a rosebud and ‘blossom in confidence’ as she has done, 
through participating in one of our projects.

season’s cheer, 



The stand out happening of the quarter must be the Black History Month events at Teesside University 
– an ‘Audience with Benjamin Zephaniah’ and then the ‘Words n Dub’ event that night with Benjamin 
and with Dennis Bovell and his Dub Band. The pictures – by Kev Howard and by Judy Hume (Teesside 
Uni photographer) - tell the great story. Both events, in their different ways, were fantastic, and it was an 
honour to be there. Both artists (and the musicians in Dennis’s band) are fantastic live performers – see 
throughout this newsletter.

More good (excellent) news is that the Esmee Fairbairn Foundation (blessings be upon them!) have 
awarded TVA a core funding grant over three years – so how great is that! As many readers will be aware, 
TVA does not receive core funding support from Arts Council England, and has to raise the very great bulk 
of its core costs through Full Cost Recovery taken on project costs (which we also have to raise ourselves, 
of course), so core support is like gold dust to us. We are very grateful to EFF.

Then lastly something less cheering – which is to say that the grant which we’ve had from Lloyds TSB 
Foundation (fund now itself restructured) to contract Miki Rogers as Adult Projects Officer, will end at 
Christmas. Miki herself will be staying on to run the Thorntree Roses project, but that will be very part time 
indeed. Miki has made a great contribution to TVA and to office life in general, and we will miss her cheerful 
and constructive presence. We wish her well in all future endeavours, and hope that some of her future 
endeavours will be jointly with TVA. Thanks, Miki!

We wish all TVA colleagues, readers, partners and allies a good Christmas and New Year, and hope that 
2016 will be a peaceful and fruitful year for us all.

Rowena Sommerville
Director, TVA

greetings all!

Photograph: Kev Howard; Andy Willoughby and myself at Words n Dub





projects
Winter has truly set in at the TVA HQ...

The heating has been turned up and we are wearing more and more knitted items to work! 

For those of you that follow us on twitter, you will have seen various pictures of activity from this Autumn! 
(Plus a very cool picture of a rainbow over the transporter bridge…taken by yours truly!) 

Our Autumn Activity included a project called Home Front working in partnership with Volunteering Matters 
as part of the One Planet Middlesbrough Lottery Funded scheme. This project saw two groups of older 
people who worked alongside artist, Bub Bacon, to create mosaic works for permanent public display at 
both Meath Street Resource Centre and North Ormesby Community Hub, around the theme of saving 
energy in the home. It was amazing to see how different both projects were, considering they had the 
same artist, materials and theme! The groups’ ideas and artistic input are really a wonderful example of 
community working at its best! 

We can also now announce the release of our Recycling films! These short animation films, commissioned 
by One Planet Middlesbrough in agreement with Middlesbrough Council, were scripted by author, Niel 
Bushnell and animated by digital animator, Mark Jobe. Actor Neil Grainger (Hebburn, amongst much else) 
kindly donated his time to the organisation to provide a voiceover alongside aspiring actor/musician, Izzy 
Neish, who is currently completing a work experience placement here at TVA. The films are informative, fun 
and engaging and will help residents of Middlesbrough “to put the right things in the right bin!!” (You’ll get 
that reference once you’ve watched the films!) Head over to our website now to view the finished products! 

In the last newsletter, I spoke about the Bottle Top artwork over at the Tees Barrage that was still underway. 
This is now complete and is on public display at the Barrage. Adam Bligh worked really hard to create a 
fantastic artwork that shows off Newport Bridge, the Millennium Bridge, the Transporter Bridge and the 
Tees Barrage. 10 points for anyone that can notice the hidden image celebrating the Barrages’ 20th 
anniversary… (see the inside back page!)

MusicMix continues to brighten up my Thursday afternoon, with young people arriving at the office to play 
wonderful music! Check out the website for a blog update from Tori and Amy (the twins) who recently 
attended a Studio in Chesterfield to record their very own song! You heard it here first…

In other news, I delivered an Arts Award training in Richmond at the super cool Cinema and I have yet to 
buy my 2016 diary. 

Have a wonderful break and see you all next year! 

Ree Collins
Projects Officer, TVA 

Photograph: Ree Collins; Home Front at Meath Street for One Planet Middlesbrough



words n dub
A Celebration of the Soul
Many notable poets have visited and performed in Middlesbrough over the years, through events like Poetry 
Live, The Bare faced Cabaret, Writing Visions, KENAZ Live, The Electric Kool-Aid Cabaret and The T 
Junction Poetry Festival,  inspiring audiences and helping to build on the local literary culture that remains 
sadly invisible to many, both inside and from outside of Teesside.

On 24th October as part of Black History Month Tees Valley Arts and Teesside University teamed up to 
offer a true highlight among all the literary happenings to have taken place here and one far from what 
many still expect of a poetry recital, with the vital voice of Benjamin Zephaniah.

                          

The events began with An Audience with Zephaniah held in The Curve, at which Benjamin spoke to an 
avid audience of staff, students and local writers, artists and activists about his life, particularly of his early 
formative years, school and home experiences. Peppered by the occasional poem like ‘I Love Me Mudder’ 
and ‘A Policeman Keeps Kicking Me to Death’.  He was genuine, sincere and humorous and covered some 
of his earliest exposures to personal and institutional racism, such as when he and his sister first attended 
an all-white primary school and the teachers had the other children bring in their favourite golliwogs and 
forced him to be captain of the cricket team, even though it definitely wasn’t his game. Moving on to his 
adolescence, domestic abuse within his family and his rebellion against what he was being taught and 
what he was expected to be Benjamin talked about slipping into petty crime and gang warfare, of slipping 
out of any security net, of being sent to an approved school and the abusive conditions he remembered 
there, and how, sometime later, he came to the realisation that the life he was leading would see him either 
dead or doing a long stretch in prison, and it was time to leave it. Escaping to London with the girlfriend 
of Astro from UB40 (having told her the band were going nowhere) he eventually became involved in the 
alternative comedy and performance poetry scene and quickly gained recognition through his hard hitting 
socially charged poetry performances. Through the course of the talk and the Q & A we were given an 
effective oral history of the performance poetry scene in the early 80s and how black and white united with 
Benjamin and Linton Kwesi Johnson joining their reggae-inspired poetry with the punks and ranters to fill 
out traditional music venues. He made clear how the alternative comedy cabaret of that time joined forces 
with poetry in a punk-do-it-yerself energy vortex that lead to the national explosion of spoken word as an art 
form that still inspires our own Electric Kool-Aid Cabaret today.

The small event was inspiring and full of hope and it fired up the audience for the bigger event Words n Dub 

Photograph: Judy Hume, Teesside University; An Audience with Benjamin Zephaniah



later that evening at The Students Union.

Held in the cool Terrace Bar to an eager, bustling family friendly gathering of children, teenagers, students, 
writers, artists ,cultural practitioners and refugees. The event began with an audience participatory 
drumming extravaganza led by drum-master  Karim, which sent the blood pumping, palms tingling and 
charged the air with a primal energy, to chants to “Africa! Africaa! Africaaa!”

Then Benjamin Zephaniah took the stage for a more energised performance of his straight talking poetry 
than the more intimate rendering we’d seen earlier, performing poems such as ‘White Comedy’ and ‘No 
Problem’, some new work and ending with ‘Talking Turkeys’, to appreciative applause. 

The next performance of the night was a set by Dennis Bovell, aka Blackbeard, the dub-reggae maestro, 
accompanied by a band which included Maurice Dezou on drum. Dennis has produced albums by a wide 
variety of artists including I-Roy, The Thompson Twins, Sharon Shannon, Alpha Blondy, Bananarama, The 
Pop Group, Fela Kuti, The Slits, Orange Juice and Madness. He has collaborated with poet, Linton Kwesi 
Johnson for much of his working life. The set was so deep in the groove it shook the foundations and 
quickly had everyone up on their feet pounding out the rhythms and riding the beats. And then Benjamin 
joined the band for an improvised jam (the first time he’d ever got to work with Dennis – although they 
were inspired by each other’s work). After the ecstatic groove of ‘I Ain’t Got No Blue Suede Shoes But I 
Really Wanna Dance.’ aware of the recent closure of our steel industry he hammered out a much needed 
message of union, hope and communal strength to the Teesside audience. You’ve never seen people 
dance and skank so funkily at a poetry gig like this. Not a poetry reading but a multi-cultural happening 
that was a truly uplifting occasion and a memorable highlight in the history of poetry in the area. You really 
had to be there! And thanks to Tees Valley Arts and Teesside University we all were, and to top it all, it was 
free!!!!

‘Unite, Unite in Middlesbrough’

Bob Beagrie & Andy Willoughby 

Particular thanks to Maurice Dezou for making this wonderful event happen! 

Photograph: Kev Howard; Words n Dub





adults
We’re approaching the end of the year very quickly now, and with it I come to the end of my main contract 
with Tees Valley Arts, a good time to reflect upon the organisation and my place within it.

My first contact with TVA coincided with the running of a little community arts company, SkyBlueRed. On a 
bit of a whim, I contacted TVA, partly to announce my existence and in-case the organisation was looking 
for a bit of an all-round artist with a history of working in education. I had a meeting with the wonderful 
Row, and felt I could relate to the place and people, and hopefully TVA to me. I was back soon enough, 
having been offered a mentoring programme; this both inspired me and gave me the skills I needed to set 
up the CIC I ran for the next two years, a teashop and gallery in Guisborough, working with adults with 
special needs.

My funding for the teashop was a drop in the ocean compared to the bigger money bids TVA goes for, 
more difficult to convince funders than a bricks and mortar project, and a real eye-opener. When the 
Thorntree Roses bid was successful, it was a huge boost, and subsequently I get to work with some of the 
warmest, most generous, well lived women you could meet, and the project continues positively in doing 
what it says on the tin.

Whilst at TVA, I’ve met with many fascinating, experienced, talented and creative beneficiaries, and also 
with those less keen to join in, and those who come to us disillusioned and broken, whose lives we hope 
to add colour and light to. This has all further confirmed that writing, making, creating and performing 
absolutely improves lives, allows everyone to work on a level playing field and enriches the soul; the topic 
of my thesis and something I’ve spent most of my life promoting out of TVA as a teacher, as an artist and 
maker, and through supporting other emerging makers and independent businesses through Totally Locally. 

I feel I have grown in other ways also (not vertically unfortunately). It had been a very long while since I 
had worked in an office environment, so that was something to get used to. (Being a teacher then running 
your own things does mean you become accustomed to the sound of your own voice, something I realised 
I would have to reign in.) I am now fully versed in Super Lower Output Areas, multiple deprivation statistics 
and funding allocation data. It all adds up to much more work needing to be done for those who are on the 
sharp end, with TVA being in the best position to do this. 

Out on projects and workshops both here and away from TVA means I meet and work with many different 
creative professionals. To work with other artists and makers is a joy, and to watch people learning a new 
skill and sometimes have a go yourself is life-affirming stuff, filling the already creatively stuffed brain with 
more delights. Back at TVA I have had the good fortune to have co-workers who are equally creative, 
generous, interesting, well read, funny, sometimes extraordinary (in a good way) and always supportive in 
whatever I have done. 

We are one amazing team, and TVA is one amazing organisation. Though I will still be in and out on 
occasion through my work with Thorntree Roses I will very much miss being a regular part of it. 

Miki Rogers
Adults Officer, TVA     Photograph: Thorntree Roses Group



back stage
Hi I’m Izzy, not Peter, and I’m guest posting for this newsletter...

I’m currently studying A Levels at Egglescliffe Sixth Form and I am hoping to, one day, start a career in 
the arts. As part of my college’s Wednesday afternoon enrichment scheme I have been taking part in work 

experience at Tees Valley Arts for the past few weeks…

On the first week, back at the start of September, I visited the Tees Barrage with Ree to see the workings 
of a project run by River Tees Rediscovered – a mural to celebrate 20 years of the inauguration of the Tees 
Barrage completely made from old bottle tops. As well as this being an amazing piece of art I also enjoyed 

seeing how organisations like TVA support projects like this. After returning to the office I was set out on 
the task of organising and listing the equipment in the music studio. Then later on that afternoon, I had 
a little lesson on how TVA and other companies use social media to reach local people and shout about 

recent and upcoming projects.

The next week I was invited into the office for the whole day to sit in on an Arts Award training session run 
by Ree. From this I learnt more about the Arts Award scheme and also enjoyed the experience of being 
involved in a meeting in a work environment which I have never done before. The session also involved 

talking to people who are involved in the arts. This was beneficial as any information I can gather about the 
industry, locally, is useful as I hope to go into the arts in the future.

The following week, Ree and I visited CCAD to discuss ideas about a new project to link CCAD’s costume 
department and River Tees Rediscovered. Through this I found out more about how different people and 

organisations can link together in order to create new projects as well as thoroughly enjoying dressing up in 
CCAD’s 70’s themed costumes… because why not!

In more recent weeks I have done some more tasks based in the TVA office like updating the photography 
inventory and re-organising the studio as well as some admin tasks and sitting in on meetings about 

upcoming projects. Through this I have really learnt about all the work that an organisation like TVA have to 
do before a project or event can take place – something you aren’t taught in school!

I have really enjoyed my work experience with TVA so far and it has given me insight into the arts industry. I 
would recommend work experience at TVA for anyone interested in the arts!

     

Izzy Neish    
Work Experience Volunteer, TVA 

Peter here. I’d just like to say a special thanks to to Izzy for giving you a back stage insight into the 
work done here at TVA and I’d also like to give a special thanks to Zoe Bishop, another volunteer, 

who has kindly typeset the newsletter for us this quarter. Best wishes for the new year...

Photograph: Adam Bligh for River Tees Rediscovered; Bottletop Mosaic at the Tees Barrage, Canal & Rivers Trust





Tees Valley Arts
+44 (0) 1642 264 651
Royal Middlehaven House, 21 Gosford Street, Middlesbrough, TS2 1BB
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